
NetHawk EAST® CDMA Testing
NetHawk EAST® tests key CDMA and cdma2000 technologies.

The best reason to consider EAST® for your CDMA network is

that the platform is designed to meet the needs of 2G, 3G and

4G markets bringing power and flexibility to your testing

program.  Staying on the leading edge of advancements is a

crucial path for manufacturers and service providers of CDMA

equipment.

Test key CDMA / cdma2000 technologies
NetHawk EAST® is used to test CDMA IS-41 and the evolution of

cdma2000 for 1xRTT, 3xRTT and 1EV-DO network technologies

according to the 3GPP2.  Key protocols include test packages

for IOS (versions 4.3 and 5.0).

NetHawk EAST® can be used to isolate and test individual

elements for functional test including the BSC, MSC, PCF, PDSN

and Location Registers. Test cases can be created to simulate

any network condition imaginable including error conditions.  

Standard regression tests are included for the A1, A2, A3, and

A5 interfaces.

End-end testing with an automated wireless phone bank

Applications are available to validate CDMA features including

interoperability with the MSC such as via STP/SSP nodes.   

NetHawk EAST® with the phone automation feature can be used

to drive a wireless phone bank, thus enabling true end-to-end call

testing through the RAN.  EAST® can either initiate or terminate

calls at the wireless phone interface.  

Multi-user
-558 chassis of the EAST® can be set up for multi-users

enabling concurrent execution of feature and regression tests.

Benchmark performance
NetHawk EAST® 3G is capable of delivering the type of load

required to benchmark the performance of the data load

components including to the BSC, MSC, HLR and VLR.  Load
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and conformance testing can also be executed through Inter-

Working Units (IWU). Manufacturers and service providers can

use NetHawk EAST® 3G to anticipate deployed performance of

their cdma2000 networks and network components.
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